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This book was written for experienced project management professionals and executives who find themselves in front of difficult projects and want to be successful. Managing projects in today’s rapidly changing business environment has proven to be more challenging than
most project managers and executives would like to admit. This is evidenced by the alarming number of projects that fail to complete within budget, on time, with the right scope, with the righty quality, and a highly satisfied customer. The chapters are laid out in a
logical sequence and the information is structured in a way that it can be followed like a recipe book. Each chapter includes the following sections: Overview, Why is this important, Who is involved, When should someone use this process, Initial set-up, Execution (how to
do it), Summary & Conclusion, More than you wanted to know and Bibliography. This book also provides an extensive companion website. The companion website contains tools, processes, and templates that may be used immediately to complete any size project or program. The
objective of this book is to share best practices enabling project and program managers to make better decisions and be more successful. This book contains the most critical aspects of initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing out a project.
The influences of modern technology and competitive environments have a direct impact on the outcomes of projects, irrespective of project type. This text is a response to the growing need for better management which many people find necessary when leading or working
within teams or groups undertaking a project. Increasingly, people in a working environment are engaged in organised practices and utilising resources, facing the challenge of having to meet, or better, predetermined cost budgets and strict timetables. The fact that most
work is organised into programs or singular projects means that people require increasing guidance in project management.
This self-study guide for the Project Management Professional (PMP) certification exam from the Project Management Institute contains everything project managers need to pass the PMP Exam, including 44 processes, and 592 inputs, tools, and outputs. Exam topics are covered
and insider secrets, complete explanations of all PMP subjects, test tricks and tips, hundreds of highly realistic sample questions, and exercises designed to strengthen understanding of PMP concepts and prepare managers for exam success on the first attempt are provided.
The Absolute One Stop Project Management book is a new approach to learning project management. The book has been developed to address the issues faced by the broad range of people who deal with the challenges of projects on a regular basis. The purpose of this book is to
be a guide to developing project management skills and competencies For The professional, The novice, and organizations or companies. The significant advantages of the book are the approach To The knowledge of project management, The presentation of the material And The
structure of the book.
Project Procurement Management
Learn PMP in 24 Hours
Certified Associate in Project Management Study Guide for the CAPM® Exam
A Problem-Based Approach
Government Extension to the PMBOK Guide
The PMP Certification Exam Study Guide
Designed for project management courses for business students, Project Management: A Managerial Approach, 9th Edition guides students through all facets of the steps needed to successfully manage a project. The authors’ managerial perspective addresses the basic nature of managing all types of projects as well as the specific techniques and insights required for selecting, initiating, executing, and evaluating
those projects.
This PMP Study Guide employs multilearning techniques to maximize your knowledge retention for the many project management terms and concepts. Based on the PMBOK Guide Fifth Edition, the contents deliver the information, knowledge, and confidence needed to pass the PMP exam. This book provides comprehensive coverage of the information required to prepare for the PMP exam in an easy-to-understand
format and also includes many practice questions and quizzes. An emphasis on areas of exam difficulty with examples and exercises is also provided based on feedback analysis.
THE #1 GUIDE FOR STUDENTS AND PROFESSIONALS, NOW UPDATED FOR THE LATEST TRENDS AND EMERGING ISSUES Project Management, or the "Project Management bible" as it's widely known, provides practical guidance on all aspects of project management. It features a streamlined approach to PM functions without stinting on detailed coverage of the tools and methods used at all stages of a project. This 12th
Edition has been updated to reflect industry changes and features in-depth coverage of emerging topics, including global stakeholder management, causes of failure, agile project management, project governance failure, customer approval milestones, classifying project metrics, and more. Also, supplementary materials are available for students, professionals, and instructors. Understand organizational structures and
project management functions Learn how to control costs, manage risk, and analyze trade-offs Examine different methods used for planning, scheduling, QA, and more Work effectively with customers and stakeholders from around the globe As projects increase in scope and complexity, managing them across time zones, language barriers, and technology platforms requires a systematic approach that accounts for
every detail. All the more reason to keep Project Management, 12th Edition within arm's reach throughout all stages of the projects you manage.
The Government Extension to the PMBOK® Guide-Third Edition, extends the baseline information included in the PMBOK® Guide-Third Edition to provide an overview of the key project governance processes used in most public sectors, define key terms, describe atmospheres where government projects operate and review the management life-cycle of government programs. In so doing, the Government Extension
outlines the guiding principles for government projects and provides a framework that helps ensure their efficiency, effectiveness and accountability. This updated Government Extension is a must-read for project management practitioners involved with government contracts, as well as anyone who wants a better understanding of the PMBOK® Guide as it applies to the government sector.
Using the Project Management Maturity Model
Managing and Leading Software Projects
Over 1000 PMP Practice Questions and Answers
Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination
The Procurement and Supply Manager's Desk Reference
Information Technology Project Management
Note: This pocket book is available in several languages: English, German, French, Spanish, Dutch.This pocket guide is based on the PMBOK® Guide Fifth Edition. It contains a summary of the PMBOK® Guide, to provide a quick introduction as well as a structured overview of this framework for project management. This pocket guide deals with the key issues and themes within project management and the PMBOK® Guide as follows: - Key terms and
definitions in the project management profession- A short overview of the activities of PMI Inc., the organization and its standards: PMBOK® Guide, Standard for Project Portfolio Management, Standard for Program Management and other standards.- The essentials of the Project Lifecycle and Organization. - What are the key project management knowledge areas and processes? Main target Group for this pocket guide is anyone with an interest in
understanding the PMBOK® Guide framework or a systematic approach for project management. The book is also very useful for members of a project management team in a project environment using the PMBOK® Guide as a shared reference. A complete but concise description of the PMBOK® Guide, for anyone involved in projects or project management, for only 15,95!
A unique learning resource to prepare for the PMP® certification exam Without sufficient practice and preparation for taking the Project Management Institute's (PMI's) PMP® certification exam, you won't be able to actually put your skills into practice in the real world! To help you achieve your goal of passing the exam, this two-part prep book covers all elements of the brand-new Project Management Professional exam. A team of experts presents you with
a solid overview of the exam as well as hundreds of questions, detailed answers, and explanations. In addition, each question is accompanied by cross-references, providing you with a thorough preparation foundation for taking the PMP® exam. Features hundreds of short questions-and-answers on some of the most key topics that PMPs should be familiar with before taking the exam Includes more than 800 exam-quality questions with detailed answers and
explanations, plus more than 200 fill-in-the-blank, true/false, and short answer questions to help you prepare for the exam Serves as an ideal complement to Sybex's PMP®: Project Management Professional Exam Study Guide, 6th Edition PMP® Practice Makes Perfect prepares you for taking the grueling 200-question, four-hour PMP® exam. (PMBOK, PMI, PMP and Project Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management
Institute, Inc.)
Every supply manager's essential desktop tool with in-depth,authoritative coverage of each topic Leaving no stone unturned in covering all aspects of theprocurement and sourcing functions, The Procurement and SupplyManager's Desk Reference, Second Edition is filled witheverything every organization needs to know about the key roles andresponsibilities of a procurement professional. Presented logicallyto match the flow of the procurement and sourcing
functions, thebook is filled with practical aids such as step-by-step guides toeach segment of the process, as well as checklists and customizableforms. The new edition of this essential book provides aneasy-to-use road map for the procurement and supply manager in thenew millennium. Coverage on how to select suppliers and measureperformance Reveals the easiest way to drive continuous improvement in thesupply base Features tips on providing value to the
organization Helps you identify those strategies that will work best foryour business for years to come Written for the worldwide profession of procurement and supplymanagement, The Procurement and Supply Manager's Desk Reference,Second Edition offers detailed coverage and tips with an eyetoward incorporating proactive strategies and best practices.
• Decode PMP is a last minute refresher guide for the PMP certification exam. • Decode PMP is a quick prep book that the PMP aspirants need to go through during the last weeks before the PMP certification exam. • This guide presents all the critical concepts in the form of bulleted points, tables and images for quick grasping, along with question-answer sections. • Decode PMP is updated as per PMBoK, 6th edition! • Readers get to refresh the entire PMP
syllabus, rewind the concepts and memorize the formulae. • Decode PMP gives you the right stuff, in the right dose, in a structured way.
Enhancing Procurement Practices
Strategic Planning for Project Management
A Roadmap to Cracking the Pmp® Exam
A pocket companion to PMI’s PMBOK® Guide sixth Edition
Basis for Project Management and Application Development Methodology
PMP Handbook with 10 Practice Tests based on PMBOK6

Flex your project management muscle Agile project management is a fast and flexible approach to managing all projects, not just software development. By learning the principles and techniques in this book, you'll be able to create a product roadmap, schedule projects, and prepare for product launches with the ease of Agile software developers. You'll discover how to
manage scope, time, and cost, as well as team dynamics, quality, and risk of every project. As mobile and web technologies continue to evolve rapidly, there is added pressure to develop and implement software projects in weeks instead of months—and Agile Project Management For Dummies can help you do just that. Providing a simple, step-by-step guide to Agile
project management approaches, tools, and techniques, it shows product and project managers how to complete and implement projects more quickly than ever. Complete projects in weeks instead of months Reduce risk and leverage core benefits for projects Turn Agile theory into practice for all industries Effectively create an Agile environment Get ready to grasp and
apply Agile principles for faster, more accurate development.
The professional standard in the field of project management, A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge better known as the PMBOK Guide published by the Project Management Institute (PMI ) serves as the ultimate resource for professionals and as a valuable studying and training device for students taking the PMP exam. A User's Manual to the
PMBOK Guide takes the next logical step to act as a true user's manual. Its accessible format and easy-to-understand language helps to not only distill essential information contained in the PMBOK Guide—Fourth Edition, but also fills an educational gap by offering instruction on how to apply its various tools and techniques. This book: Defines each project
management process in the PMBOK Guide—Fourth Edition, describes their intent, and discusses their individual ITTOs (inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs) Features examples, handy tips, and sample forms to supplement learning Is written by the author who was project manager of the PMBOK Guide—Fourth Edition Contains a data flow diagram of each
process in the PMBOK Guide—Fourth Edition to show how information is distributed A User's Manual to the PMBOK Guide simplifies the PMBOK Guide—Fourth Edition to provide the springboard from which successful project management processes are interpreted and carried out in the real world. Thorough in coverage and rich in content, this manual is a worthy
companion to augment the important strategies laid out in the PMBOK Guide Fourth Edition—and the one book that aspiring or professional project managers should never be without. (PMBOK, PMI, PMP and Project Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
YOUR GUIDE TO PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUCCESS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR There may be no simple formula for success in public-sector projects, but Public-Sector Project Management delivers the next best thing: a complete set of skill-building strategies that puts success well within your reach. Building on industry standards and best practices as well as
almost thirty years of public-sector experience, this definitive sourcebook clearly explains how to manage projects in the public sector and navigate their many challenges. Here is where you'll find all the tools to accomplish your goals for any public-sector project, whether you are overseeing military and security operations, the construction of public infrastructure,
improving agency processes, deploying new systems or public programs, or any other public initiative. The book describes both the obstacles and basic processes of public-sector project management and examines the differences between public-sector and private-sector projects, including the management of the wide array of public-sector stakeholders. Public-Sector
Project Management is your comprehensive professional template for making a positive contribution to your agency or organization. Inside, you'll find: Expert guidance consistent with project management best practices In-depth coverage of public-sector constraints, including purchasing systems, legal mandates, political and media oversight, and complex rules and
processes Specific strategies to enhance the management capability of public-sector managers and private-sector project managers working under government contracts Emphasis on the role of planning in managing customer, manager, and project team expectations, and coping with the overlapping systems of constraints that impede public-sector projects Techniques
for managing contractors and vendors Tools for managing the complexity inherent in most public-sector projects Insightful case studies of notable and historic public-sector projects; chapter-ending discussion questions and exercises; numerous tables and figures; and key terms in the glossary
Although it remains one of the most significant challenges in recent years, companies are beginning to integrate the ideas of sustainability into organized projects such as marketing, corporate communications, and annual reports. In this case, sustainability remains an important influence on the initiation of project management. Sustainability Integration for Effective
Project Management provides a comprehensive understanding of the most important issues, concepts, trends, methodologies, and good practices in sustainability to project management. The research and concepts discussed in this publication are developed by professionals and academics aiming to provide the latest knowledge related to sustainability principles for
prospective professionals, academics, and researchers in this area of expertise.
Information Technology Project Management, Revised
Last Minute Guide for PMP Certification
Meeting the Challenges and Achieving Results
A User's Manual to the PMBOK Guide
Decode PMP
Contracting, Subcontracting, Teaming
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination, SPICE 2012, held in Palma de Mallorca, Spain, in May 2012. The 21 revised full papers presented and 14 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on organizational process improvement; SPI in small and very small enterprises; process models; SPI in automotive software and security; SPI in medical and safety critical systems; short papers.
Discover exciting behind-the-scenes opportunities and challenges in technology today with Schwalbe's unique INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGEMENT, REVISED 7E. This one-of-a-kind book demonstrates the principles distinctive to managing information technology (IT) projects that extend well beyond standard project management requirements. No
book offers more up-to-the minute insights and software tools for IT project management success, including updates that reflect the latest PMBOK Guide, 5th edition, the global standard for managing projects and earning certification. The book weaves today's theory with successful practices for an understandable, integrated presentation that focuses on the concepts,
tools, and techniques that are most effective today. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGEMENT is the only book to apply all ten project management knowledge areas to IT projects. You master skills in project integration, scope, time, cost, quality, human resource, communications, risk, procurement, and stakeholder management as well as all five process
groups--initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing. Intriguing examples from familiar companies featured in today's news, a new Agile case, opportunities with MindView software, and a new chapter on project stakeholder management further ensure you are equipped to manage information technology projects with success. The REVISED
Seventh Edition has updated Appendix A for Microsoft Project 2013. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The ever expanding market need for information on how to apply project management principles and the PMBOK® contents to day-to-day business situations has been met by our case studies book by Harold Kerzner. That book was a spin-off from and ancillary to his best selling text but has gained a life of its own beyond adopters of that textbook. All indications are
that the market is hungry for more cases while our own need to expand the content we control, both in-print and online woudl benefit from such an expansion of project management "case content". The authors propose to produce a book of cases that compliment Kerzner's book. A book that offers cases beyond the general project management areas and into PMI®'s
growth areas of program management and organizational project management. The book will be structured to follow the PMBOK in coverage so that it can not only be used to supplement project management courses, but also for self sudy and training courses for the PMP® Exam. (PMI, PMBOK, PMP, and Project Management Professional are registered marks of the
Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Government Extension to the PMBOK GuideProject Management Inst
Issue 1,8152 February 16 2010
Daily Graphic
A Pmp Exam Preparation Study Guide
A pocket companion to PMI's PMBOK Guide Fifth edition
Pmp Project Management Professional
CAPM® in Depth

The PMP Certification Exam Study Guide facilitates the knowledge and confidence needed to achieve the highly sought after PMP credential. Covering the nine knowledge areas and 42 processes covered in the actual examination, it contains more than 500 questions, memorization games, study tips, equations, and a
glossary. The book is filled with flowch
Note: This pocket book is available in the following languages: English, German, Dutch. This pocket guide is based on the PMBOK® Guide Sixth Edition. It contains a summary of the PMBOK® Guide, to provide a quick introduction as well as a structured overview of this framework for project management. This pocket guide
deals with the key issues and themes within project management and the PMBOK® Guide as follows: - Key terms and definitions in the project management profession ‘- A short overview of the activities of PMI Inc., the organization and its standards: PMBOK® Guide, Standard for Project Portfolio Management, Standard for
Program Management and other standards. - The essentials of the Project Lifecycle and Organization. - What are the key project management knowledge areas and processes? Main target Group for this pocket guide is anyone with an interest in understanding the PMBOK® Guide framework or a systematic approach for project
management. The book is also very useful for members of a project management team in a project environment using the PMBOK® Guide as a shared reference. A complete but concise description of the PMBOK® Guide, for anyone involved in projects or project management, for only €15,95!
The book is organized around basic principles of software project management: planning and estimating, measuring and controlling, leading and communicating, and managing risk. Introduces software development methods, from traditional (hacking, requirements to code, and waterfall) to iterative (incremental build,
evolutionary, agile, and spiral). Illustrates and emphasizes tailoring the development process to each project, with a foundation in the fundamentals that are true for all development methods. Topics such as the WBS, estimation, schedule networks, organizing the project team, and performance reporting are integrated,
rather than being relegating to appendices. Each chapter in the book includes an appendix that covers the relevant topics from CMMI-DEV-v1.2, IEEE/ISO Standards 12207, IEEE Standard 1058, and the PMI® Body of Knowledge. (PMI is a registered mark of Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Many of the project management methods and techniques of the past are still being used today, even though the technology, management and environment have changed. Information Technology Project Management explores the need to employ a modern project management approach to reflect today's environment. Focusing on IT
projects, Lientz provides a comprehensive examination of the project management process, from the initiation of the project through to the planning, design, execution and closing. Key Features: - Detailed coverage of PMBoK and PRINCE2 methodologies - Explores the practical aspects of project management - Extensive
case studies from a variety of industries - Checklists and scorecards to measure all aspects of the project management process - Coverage of HRM and other 'soft' elements of project management - Guidelines on preventing project problems and failure Based on the authors own extensive industry and teaching practice,
Information Technology Project Management is an essential resource for undergraduate, postgraduate and MBA students studying project management. Earlier editions of this work were published as Breakthrough Technology Project Management.
Public-Sector Project Management
Project-Driven Technology Strategy
Project Management: A Managerial Approach, 9th Edition
How to Pass on Your First Try
A Trilogy
Agile Project Management For Dummies
In today's enterprise, technology isn't about software or hardware. It's about knowledge and competence. And it's the key to creating a sustained competitive advantage for your organization. Dr. Robert McGrath's new book not only redefines technology but reshapes how to approach the age-old challenges of fostering innovation, growing entrepreneurship and creating value. Described as a
combination of "a master class taught by your most thought-provoking professor" and "a troubleshooting session with your most trusted mentor", this groundbreaking work uses classic economic theory from luminaries such as Adam Smith and Joseph Schumpeter to force a new perspective on the art and science of strategy and project management.
Learn powerful techniques for successfully managing modern projects, programs, and portfolios in any environment, no matter how complex. Mastering Project, Program, and Portfolio Management addresses several make-or-break issues associated with successful project management: organizational structure, linkages between project management and operations, and definitions and
interrelationships amongst projects, programs and portfolios. Unlike other books, which address these issues only in passing, this book drills down to offer practical, real-world concepts, in-the-trenches insights, and proven applications. You'll learn how to: Plan projects and strategies to reflect your organization's needs and structures Develop and implement a successful Project Management
Office (PMO) Organize projects, programs, and portfolios Systematically maximize the business value of project management This book is part of a new series of six cutting-edge project management guides for both working practitioners and students. Like all books in this series, it offers deep practical insight into the successful design, management, and control of complex modern projects. Using
real case studies and proven applications, expert authors show how multiple functions and disciplines can and must be integrated to achieve a successful outcome. Individually, these books focus on realistic, actionable solutions, not theory. Together, they provide comprehensive guidance for working project managers at all levels, as well as indispensable knowledge for anyone pursuing
PMI/PMBOK certification or other accreditation in the field.
An ideal course text that helps students to identify, manage and solve problems that arise during the lifecycle of projects. This problem-based approach encourages students to develop analytical and problem-solving skills and to get a more complete understanding of the factors that contribute to project success.
Readers discover exciting opportunities and challenges in technology today with Schwalbe's INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 8E. This unique book demonstrates principles distinctive to managing information technology (IT). No book offers more insights and tools for IT project management success, including updates that reflect the latest PMBOK Guide. This edition
weaves theory with successful practices for an integrated focus on the concepts, tools, and techniques that are most effective today. This is the only text to apply all 10 project management knowledge areas to IT projects. Readers master skills in project integration, scope, time, cost, quality, human resource, communications, risk, procurement, and stakeholder management as well as all five
process groups -- initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Based on PMBOK® Guide Sixth Edition
Sustainability Integration for Effective Project Management
Project Management for Experienced Project Managers
Sustainability in Project Management
12th International Conference, SPICE 2012, Palma de Mallorca, Spain, May 29-31, 2012. Proceedings
Project Management

Explains how the principles of project management can be applied to government projects, discussing how to manage project scope, timelines, communications, quality, and human resources, while controlling costs and minimizing risks.
As the use of project management to accomplish organisational goals continues to grow, skills related to understanding human behavior, evaluating organisational issues, and using quantitative methods are all necessary for successful project management. Meredith and Mantel have drawn from experiences in the workplace to develop a text that teaches the student how to build skills necessary for
selecting, initiating, operating, and controlling all types of projects.
This book Basis for Project Management covers proven knowledge and traditional project management practices which are widely used as well as ways to identify and describe all tasks and activities that are acceptable and needed to manage a project. The term acceptable means that the knowledge and practices described in this book are applicable to most projects most of the time. This book
provides a basic reference for anyone interested in the profession of project management. This includes, but is not limited to: * Project managers and other project team members. * Managers of project managers. * Project customers and other project stakeholders. * Functional managers with employees assigned to project teams. * Educators teaching project management and related subjects. *
Consultants and other specialists in project management and related fields. * Trainers developing project management educational programs.
There are two unique features of this book that distinguish it from other books in the area of project management: 1. It is a product of partnership with PMI 2. The book contains over 100 figures. It is a unique technique of utilizing graphical approach to studying project management methodology and passing CAPM and/or PMP exam(s).
Onestop Project Management
A Graphical Study Guide
Mastering Project, Program, and Portfolio Management
PMP Practice Makes Perfect
The PM Net Work
Comprehensive Approach to Acquiring Complex Facilities and Projects

The concept of sustainability has grown in recognition and importance. The pressure on companies to broaden their reporting and accountability from economic performance for shareholders, to sustainability performance for all stakeholders is leading to a change of mindset in consumer behaviour and corporate policies. How can we develop prosperity without
compromising the life and needs of future generations? Sustainability in Project Management explores and identifies the questions surrounding the integration of the concepts of sustainability in projects and project management and provides valuable guidance and insights. Sustainability relates to multiple perspectives, economical, environmental and social,
but also to responsibility and accountability and values in terms of ethics, fairness and equality. The authors will inspire project managers to be aware of these considerations, and to apply them to the role they play in projects, not just 'doing things right' but 'doing the right things right'.
The Ultimate Guide serves as a Crash Course for Beginners to clear Project Management Professional Exam! This ebook will help you learn effectively manage a project. It details different models of project management. This step by step guide is both easy to read and comprehend. Here is what you will learn Table Of Content Chapter 1: Introduction Chapter 2:
Intiation Phase Chapter 3: Project Integration Management Chapter 4: Project Scope Management Chapter 5: Project Time Management 1. Create WBS 2. Planning Schedule Management 3. Defining Activities 4. Sequence Activities 5. Estimating Activity Resources 6. Estimating Activity Durations 7. Develop Schedule 8. Control Schedule Chapter 6: Project
Planning 1. Cost Management 2. Estimating the Project Cost 3. Determining project budget 4. Plan Quality Management 5. HR Management 6. Project Communication Management Chapter 7: Project Stakeholder Management 1. When Stakeholder Analysis need to be done 2. Stakeholders Categorization 3. Process for Stakeholder Analysis 4. Important
questions to ask for stakeholder Analysis 5. Tips to manage your Stakeholders Chapter 8: Project Risk Management 1. Risk Management 2. Project Procurement Management 3. Manage Stakeholder Engagement Chapter 9: Execution Phase in Project Management 1. Direct and Manage Project Execution 2. Performing Quality Assurance 3. Acquiring Project Team
4. Develop Project Team 5. Manage project team 6. Manage Communications 7. Conduct Procurements 8. Manage Stakeholder Engagement Chapter 10: Monitoring, Controlling, and Closing Project 1. Monitor and Control Project Work 2. Perform Integrated Change Control 3. Validate Scope 4. Control Scope 5. Control Schedule 6. Control Cost 7. Control Quality
Chapter 11: Types of Project Methodology Chapter 12: PMP Professional Responsibility
Use this study guide to prepare for the Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM) exam, based on PMBOK's sixth edition, administered by the Project Management Institute (PMI). The revised and updated second edition of the best-selling CAPM in Depth has a laser-sharp focus on the exam objectives for project managers and others who want to pass
the CAPM exam. No prior knowledge of project management is assumed. The chapters and the sections within each chapter are presented in a logical learning sequence. The concepts and topics, both simple and complex, are clearly explained when they appear for the first time. This facilitates step-wise learning, prevents confusion, and makes this book
useful for those who want to get up to speed quickly to pass the CAPM exam, even if you are new to the discipline of project management. This book tells the story of project management in a cohesive, concise, yet comprehensive fashion. Unlike most CAPM exam books, this book is not just an exam-cram book. It is an easy-to-understand guide that is a
valuable reference both before and after the exam. What You’ll Learn Understand the body of knowledge required to earn the Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM) certification Acquire the knowledge needed to successfully manage projects in any field Who This Book Is For Project management practitioners preparing for the CAPM exam, entrylevel project managers and project team members preparing for the CAPM exam, beginners who want to join the field of project management and get up to speed quickly, project managers who need a quick and easy reference to the discipline of project management, instructors and trainers who need a textbook for a course on project management
Enhancing Procurement Practices is organised around four main points: -overview and analysis of procurement principles, -practical approach to drafting of solicitation and contract documents, -conduct of procurement procedures, -overview of the e-procurement arena. Although the addressed procurement methods can be used on a wide scale, this book
concentrates primarily on such cases when the subject of procurement is complex, or the solicited goods and services are relatively simple but the intended long-term relationship calls for a fairly conscious source selection. Project procurement, the most complicated form of buying civil engineering work, goods, and services, is thoroughly addressed. Beyond
the structured overview and comparative analysis of terminology and principles, the book describes such new concepts as single-source preference for simultaneous procurements, dual-term frame contract for parallel suppliers, and the use of semi-consolidated contract documents. Effective utilisation of theories boils down - among others - to a consistent set
of procurement-related terms, proven methodology for drafting comprehensive solicitation documents and contracts, and practical details of communication with offerors.
Case Studies in Project, Program, and Organizational Project Management
Managing Projects for Success
The PMP Exam
Models for Structuring and Executing the Project Hierarchy
A Managerial Approach
PMP Handbook with 10 Practice Tests covers each and everything based on PMBoK6. This book is consider as last minute study guide to revise your concepts before taking exam. Book also covers 1400 question as a practice with detailed explanation.
Not all project procurements are the same. Unless the project carefully makes an assessment of the items it will make, versus the items it will buy, and then adequately plans for these purchases, the risks of performance will increase. Project procurements are simply sub-projects, which need to be managed well, not blindly delegated to an independent organization to buy for the project. Certain procurements, major complexity developments, creating something new, which does not exist,
according to the project's unique specification, must be managed by the project team, and supported by the professional procurement organization. The project's team leader must assume the management responsibility. This book zeroes in on the effective management of that portion of the project which will be performed by another organization. It focuses on the procurement of scope from an organization outside of the project. Often, the success or failure of a project is dependent on how
well the project can plan, define, solicit, authorize and manage this external relationship. This book has been updated to be consistent with Chapter 12 of the Fourth Edition of the PMBOK ® Guide, released by PMI in December 2008.
The industry validated Project Management Maturity Model developed by Dr. Harold Kerzner—updated and expanded Using the Project Management Maturity Model offers assessment tools for organizations of all sizes to evaluate their progress in effectively integrating project management along the maturity curve. This Third Edition includes maturity metrics, examples of Project Management Maturity Model (PMMM) reports, a new chapter on the characteristics of effective PMMM,
assessment questions that align with the PMBOK® Guide—Sixth Edition, all-new illustrations that define advanced levels of maturity, assessment tools for organizations using traditional PM methods, and detailed guidance for organizations using Agile and Scrum. Using the Project Management Maturity Model: Strategic Planning for Project Management, Third Edition is broken down into three major parts. The first part discusses the principles of strategic planning and how it relates to
project management, the definition of project management maturity, and the need for customization. The second part details the Project Management Maturity Model (PMMM), which provides organizations with general guidance on how to perform strategic planning for project management. The third part of the book looks at some relatively new concepts in project management such as how assessments can be made to measure the firm’s growth using PM 2.0 and PM 3.0. Features
customizable maturity model assessment tools for organizations of all sizes Includes assessment questions updated to line up with PMBOK® Guide—6th Edition Offers detailed guidance on applying the maturity model for Agile and Scrum Includes PowerPoint decks to aid in teaching the maturity model Using the Project Management Maturity Model: Strategic Planning for Project Management, Third Edition is an ideal book for senior level and middle level corporate managers, project and
team managers, engineers, project team members, and business consultants. It also benefits both business and engineering students in courses on advanced project management.
A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling
Government Extension to the PMBOK® Guide Third Edition
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